
Story #7

1.______________________________________ decided

1^________________________ had to 2.______________________________________________ to

the 3+______________________________________________________ of Unicorns.

It was a(n) 4.______________________________________________________ place with 

5.__________________________________________ 6._____________________________________ 

unicorns, and even 7._____________________________________ 8._______________________

ones. They 9.___________________________________________________________ all day and

10.______________________________________________________ all night, and everyone was
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11._____________________________________________________ about it.

Each unicorn's appearance gave some indication of their character. For instance,

if a unicorn had a(n) 12.______________________________ 13.___________________________,

and had  14._______________________________________________ –shaped hair, that meant

they were 15.__________________________________________________________ and liked to 

16._____________________________________ 17.________________________________________.

1.___________________________________________ wasn't sure if the unicorns would 

be able to understand 1*_________________________ based on 1#_______________________

appearance. What would they glean from 1.________________________________________'s
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18.___________________________________________, 19.__________________________________

20._______________________________________________________, 1#______________________ 

21.________________________________ fexible 22._____________________________________, 

and 1#___________________ opposable 23.___________________________________________?

1._________________________________________ also wasn't sure if 1#______________ 

clothes would obscure and complicate matters, but 1^_________________ wasn't [weren't]

about to about to 24.___________________________________________________ about naked

like the unicorns. Besides, 1^______________________ was [were] too attached to 

1#_________________________ favorite outft of 25._____________________________________
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slippers, 26._________________________________________ –tight 27.______________________

pants, high-heeled 28._______________________________________________________, and a 

29._____________________________–made 30._______________________________–prevention

charm bracelet. 1.___________________________________ had been wearing the outft for 

31._____________________________________ days in a row.

1.___________________________________ decided to perm 1#______________________

32._______________________________________________ and paint 1#_____________________

exposed 33._____________________________________________________ skin with cute little 

34.________________________________________, which were meant to convey 1#_________
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penchant for 35._____________________________________________ and 1#________________

36.__________________________________ for [of] 37.____________________________________.

1.____________________________________ also 38.________________________________

1#___________________ 39.____________________________________________________ rather 

delicately, to illustrate how 1^________________ had 40.________________________________

41._________________________________________ and dispatched 42._____________________ 

and 43.___________________________________ to 44.____________________________________

to help those in need, all by the 45._________________________________th [nd] [st] grade.

Finally feeling prepared, 1.______________________________________ set of for the 
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3+___________________________________________ of Unicorns.

1#_______________________ 46.___________________________________________ broke

down on the way, and after nearly 47._______________________________________________

48.____________________________________ times, 1.____________________________________

made it to 1#________________________ destination at last.

1._________________________________________________ was met by unicorn with a 

49.___________________________________________________–inspired horn who was named

50+_____________________________________ 51+_______________________________________ 

52+__________________________________ the 53+______________________________________.
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With the prospect of having to remember multiple unicorns' names as long as 

that one, 1._________________________________________ was aghast. 1^_________________ 

was [were] so upset that 1^_____________________ became faint, and teetered backwards

and of of a conveniently placed clif.

50+___________________________________ 51+___________________________________ 

52+_____________________________________ the 53+____________________________________

used 52#______________________ 54.___________________________________________–based

magic to cushion 1.__________________________________________'s  landing.

 1.____________________________________________ was so embarrassed by the fact 
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that 1^____________________ had already forgotten the unicorn's name, and thus would 

never be able to thank 52*____________________ properly, that 1._______________________

ran of into the hills and was never seen by a unicorn again.
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